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Abstract - In this paper, a new system was developed in evaluating stress intensity factors (S.I.Fs) of three-dimensional 

cracks found in cladding materials. Generally, the system must be easy for ordinary engineers to use. The author has 

proposed a noel automatic finite element (FE) mesh generation method for complex geometries based on computational 
geometry. By integrating this mesh generator, one of commercial FE analysis codes and some additional techniques, the 

author has developed a new automated system for analyzing the S.I.Fs of 3D cracks in composite structures. This system is 

applied to analyze stress intensity factor effect of surface cracks in composite materials.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Actual cracks found in practical structures are most 

3D, i.e. surface or embedded cracks. Analyses of the 

3D cracks are desirable in  structural integrity studies 

of practical structures. The FEM seems the most 

promising method to deal with 3D crack problems 

because of its extensibility [1-5].  Due to the recent 

improvement in computer technology, the size of 

engineering problem which it is practical to analyze is 

dramat ically larger than before. However, the FEM 

seems most useful method to deal with three-

dimensional   crack prob lems. Even though there are 

still some problems to be solved. The FEM is a 

relatively higher cost of computation, especially  

when dealing with 3D crack problems. To applicat ion 

of the FEM to determine crack-tip stress fields has 

seen rapid progress. The method allows the analysis 

of complicated engineering geometries such as bolted 

structures, it enables treatment of 3D prob lems. The 

FEM has become firmly established as a standard 

procedure for the solution of practical fracture 

problems. Several techniques have been suggested for 

evaluation S.I.Fs from FE results but adequate 

representation of the crack tip singularity is a problem 

common to most of these methods [5]. In order to 

analysis the three-dimensional crack problem of 

composite materials, adaptive meshing technique and 

the singular element [6] has been proposed in 

junction with the FEM. In order to examine the 

efficiency of the present system, the S.I.F for a 

surface crack in  a plate is calculated and compared  

with line-spring model‟s solutions. Then the 

developed system is applied to analyses effects of 

surface cracks in composite materials. 

 

Introduction 

The adaptive mesh generation techniques can be used 

to various field in Reference [7]. In  numerical 

analysis, adaptive mesh is an method of adapting the 

accuracy of a solution within  certain  sensitive or 

turbulent regions of simulat ions, dynamically and 

during the time the solution is being calculated. A 

whole calculation area to be analyzed is div ided into 

a number of subdomain without overlapping and each 

subdomain such as h-version is subdivided into 

continuous elements without overlapping to be 

analyzed by FEM [8]. The octree or quadtree 

methods, which spatially decompose an analytical 

zone into rectangular or hexahedral cells, are 

examples of the h-type mesh refinement techniques 

[9]. The advancing front is formed by faces and valid 

tetrahedral elements are formed by locating a suitable 

fourth node for each face on the front [10].   In  this 

paper, it is applied the p-type and the p-h-types as 

shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Adaptive meshing technique 

 

The concept of the line spring model is shown in Fig. 

2. The place of the ligament can be replaced by 

springs connected from one face of the through-crack 

to the other. The compliance of these springs at a 

point along the crack is assumed to equal to that of an 

edge crack in plane strain of the same depth as the 

surface crack at that point and in a p late of the same 

thickness. This is suggested by considering the 

following restricted cases 

 If the crack was very long, it would behave like 

an edge crack in  a thick plate with all the applied  

load being carried by the uncracked ligament 

behind the crack. 
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The actual situation is between these extremes, i.e. 

load is carried partially by the “edge crack”  and 

partially by the “through-crack” as shown in Fig. 2. 

In order to determine the unknown force N, and 

moment M that act on the edge crack, displacement 

compatibility condition has to be satisfied. Since the 

through-crack and the edge crack coexist in the same 

plate, they must exh ibit the same opening 

displacement of the crack and the same rotation of the 

crack faces. 

 
Fig. 2 Line spring model 

 

In order to apply the line-spring model, the energy 

release rate G of the crack and the stored energy U of 

the edge is of the following form :  

 
Where 

σc = average closure stress 

σb = bending stress 

Also, the relationship among δ, θ, σc and σ b are 

following 

 
The S.I.F can be expressed as follows  

 
where F1 and F2 can be obtained from elastically  

solutions. 

 

II. PRINCIPLE AND ALGORITHMS  IN 

PROCESS  

 

The biggest advantage of the present analysis system 

is a very simple operation to analyze complex 

structures such as a plate with several surface cracks. 

Fig. 3 shows a flow of analyses and each sub process 

will be described below. The details of the mesh 

generation part are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 

shows an input screen of crack configuration and 

material properties consisting geometry. Geometry, 

material properties, crack shape and boundary 

conditions are directly  attached using a mouse, and 

then by inputting values. The present system deals 

with force as well as displacement boundary 

conditions. The advancing front method [11] is used 

to generate elements from numerous bubbles given in 

an analysis model. After all the nodes are placed in 

the analysis domain and on its boundary, the system 

creates tetrahedral elements. The above algorithm of 

element generation works well in most cases. 

However, element shapes are sometimes d istorted in 

the superposed region of several node patterns or near 

the domain boundary. 

 
Fig. 3 Flow of analysis 

 
Fig. 4 Process of mesh generation 

 

 
Fig. 5 Input screen of crack configuration and material 

properties 
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Fig. 6 Input screen of crack configuration 

 

The ordinary elements are employed to calcu late the 

S.I.F. A very fine mesh is required near a crack front 

to capture 1/r
1/2 

variation in d isplacements 1/r
1/2 

and 

variation in stresses where r denotes the distance from 

crack front. In this paper, singular elements as shown 

in Fig. 7 are adopted [12]. In  the singular element, the 

mid-point nodes near a crack front are shifted to the 

quarter-points. This conversion of ordinary elements 

along a front of 3D crack to the singular elements is 

automatically performed  in  the last stage of the 

creation of a FE model. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Singular element along crack front 

 

III. RES ULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In the field of computational fracture mechanics [13-

15], it is often required to perform linear of nonlinear 

FEM analyses of a plate with a semi-elliptical crack 

subjected to tension. In such 3D nonlinear problems 

that approach the limit of computation capability of 

computers, mesh size and total degrees of freedom of 

mesh subdivision are strongly required to be 

optimized considering the computer‟s capability. The 

designated crack of a composite plate by a user is 

shown in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig.8. Single  and twin surface crack 

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the comparison between the 

present solutions and line-spring model‟s solution 

[16]. Fig. 11 shows the comparison between the 

present solutions and Raju-Newman Equation‟s 

solution [17]. It can be seen from that the present 

results using the developed system agree well with 

Raju-Newman equation‟s solutions within 2% 

difference. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show a typical mesh of 

a quarter portion of a plate with a single and twin 

surface crack, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of present S.I.F with line spring model’s 

solutions (a/c=0.2, a/t=0.4) 
 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of present S.I.F with line spring model’s 

solutions (a/c=0.4, a/t=0.2) 

 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of Present S.I.F with Raju-Newman Eq. at 

the deepest point (a/c=0.4, a/t=0.2) 
 

The stress intensity factor, K for this crack 

configuration can be often expressed as: 

 
where Q is the squared complete elliptical integral of 

the second kind, and its approximate form is given as: 

 
It can be seen from that the present results using the 
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Fig. 12. Typical mesh of a quarter portion of a plate with a 

single  surface crack 

 

 
Fig. 13. Typical mesh of a quarter portion of a plate with a twin 

surface crack 
 

developed system agree well with line-spring model‟s 

solutions within  3% d ifference. The present system is 

applied to solve the S.I.F of two surface cracks in  

composite plate. Tab le 1 shows a material property of 

base and cladding part of the composite material. Fig. 

14 and Fig. 15 show the interaction effect for twin  

surface cracks. Also, Fig. 16 presents analysis results 

for spacing, c/d and thickness ratio, t'/t at the surface 

point. Fig. 17 and Table 2 show the difference 

between the cladding and uncladding materials. This 

figure shows that the S.I.F, K value is gradually  

increased as the thickness ratio is increased. The 

interaction effect gradually increases when 

approaching the crack tip. A lso, for contact case, the 

increase of K value was more noticeable.  
 

 
Table 1: Material properties 

 
Fig. 14. Interaction Effect for Twin Surface Cracks (a/t=0.2, 

a/c=0.4, c/d=0.25-1.0) 
 

 
Fig. 15. Interaction effect for twin surface cracks (a/t=0.4, 

a/c=0.4, c/d=0.25-1.0) 
 

 
Table 2: Difference between cladding and uncladding (a/t=0.2, 

t’/t=0.02) 
 

 
Fig. 16. S.I.F at the surface point for twin cracks 

 
Fig.17. Difference between cladding and uncladding (a/t-=0.4, 

a/c=0.4) 
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IV. CONCLUS ION 

 

A new automatic stress intensity factor analysis 

system based on various techniques was developed in 

the present study. The finite element mesh generation 

technique based on the singular element was 

integrated in the system. Several local-optimum node 

patterns for stress concentration fields around cracks, 

corners, holes and so on are stored in the node pattern 

database of the system. Only the dominant node 

pattern is chosen among the superposed node patterns 

by means of the fuzzy  theory. To generate element 

efficiently, it is employed the adaptive method. To 

demonstrate practical performances of the S.I.F 

analysis, the system was applied  to crack problems 

and demonstrated that this system is useful for such 

problems as well as nonlinear problems. 
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